Interface electronic structures of reversible double-docking self-assembled monolayers on an Au\(111\) surface
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Double-docking self-assembled monolayers (DDSAMs), namely self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) formed by molecules possessing two docking groups, provide great flexibility to tune the work function of metal electrodes and the tunnelling barrier between metal electrodes and the SAMs, and thus offer promising applications in both organic and molecular electronics. Based on the dispersion-corrected density functional theory (DFT) in comparison with conventional DFT, we carry out a systematic investigation on the dual configurations of a series of DDSAMs on an Au\(111\) surface. Through analysing the interface electronic structures, we obtain the relationship between single molecular properties and the SAM-induced work-function modification as well as the level alignment between the metal Fermi level and molecular frontier states. The two possible conformations of one type of DDSAM on a metal surface reveal a strong difference in the work-function modification and the electron/hole tunnelling barriers. Fermi-level pinning is found to be a key factor to understand the interface electronic properties.
1. Introduction

Modifying metal electrodes with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) has a variety of applications in the fields of both organic electronics and molecular electronics [1–6]. Considerable experimental efforts have been made in order to obtain promising SAMs with expected properties to improve device performances [7–10]. In past years, great theoretical progress has been achieved in understanding metal–SAM interface electronic structures [11–14]. By using first-principles calculations, Zojer et al. have presented comprehensive studies of various factors impacting on the electronic structures of SAMs, such as the docking group, the backbone, the electron withdrawing/donating ability of polar substituents, the molecular coverage and the mixed ratio of different adsorbed molecules, on work-function modification owing to SAM adsorption and level alignments of the molecular frontier states relative to the metal Fermi level [15–22].

In addition, when the polar substituents of the SAMs can also dock to the metal surface, we arrive at a special type of SAM, namely the double-docking self-assembled monolayers (DDSAMs). Fabrication of well-controlled DDSAMs with either of the two strong docking groups patterning on the metal surface is an experimental challenge. One strategy is adjusting the electrochemical potential of the electrode in the process of chemisorption. Tadjeddine & Flament [23] have shown that it is possible to monitor the flipping of the 4-cyanopyridine (4-CP) adsorbed on an Au(111) single crystal through analysis of the sum frequency generation spectroscopy. The 4-CP stays in its stable stand-up adsorption geometry (on top, via the N atom of the pyridyl group) at the negative potential and is vertically linked (on top, via the N atom of the cyano group) at large positive potential. Another possible approach is to introduce a protecting group into a double-docking molecule (DDMOL) by chemical modification of the stronger docking group. After the chemisorption of SAMs is complete, one needs to return to the original group by removing the protective reagent [24]. Studying these DDSAMs sheds light on a device design strategy of using one kind of molecule to widely tune the charge-carrier injection efficiencies of SAM-modified metal electrodes [14], and the formation of these metal|DDSAM|metal heterojunctions is a prerequisite in the field of molecular electronics for addressing charge transport through molecular junctions [25].

In this work, we study the dual interfacial conformations of a DDSAM using either of its two docking groups bonded to the Au(111) surface. We focus on the impact of the molecular dipole moment reversion arising from the dual configurations on the work-function modification and the level alignment. We note that in conventional density functional theory calculations [26–28] the dispersion interaction was not properly taken into account. As van der Waals (vdW) forces are supposed to be important for the rational design of SAM-based junctions [29], we also perform dispersion-corrected DFT (DFT-D) [30] to investigate the influence of the vdW interaction on the adsorption geometry and further on the electronic structures.

This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we give a brief description of the metal/DDSAM contacts. In §3, we first discuss the adsorption geometries and adsorption energies of the reversible DDSAMs on an Au(111) surface with and without dispersion correction, then we analyse the electronic structures of DDSAMs with no gold present as well as the gold–DDSAM interfaces. Finally, we investigate the work-function modification in relation to the molecular dipole moments and the level alignment with respect to the molecular frontier state energies. Section 4 provides the conclusions of this study.

2. Description of the investigated systems

In figure 1a,b, we show a schematic of the two conformations of a type of DDSAM absorbed on a metal surface. The three main components of the DDSAM are the first docking group (dock1), the backbone (π) and the second docking group (dock2). The investigated molecules depicted in figure 1c are denominated in the following way: dock1|number of rings|dock2 (dock1 is always the docking group bonded to the metal). For the sake of consistency and convenience, we use the same nomenclature when discussing either DDSAMs alone or DDSAMs on a metal surface.
Figure 1. Schematic of (a) forward and (b) reverse metal/DDSAM contacts. Molecules of the densely packed SAMs consist of three parts: the first docking group (dock1), the \( \pi \)-conjugated backbone (\( \pi \)) and the second docking group (dock2).

(c) Nomenclatures (dock1|number of rings|dock2) and chemical structures of the molecules studied as DDSAMs on an Au(111) surface. (Online version in colour.)

We choose –SH (thiol), –Pyr (pyridyl) and –CN (cyano) as the docking groups, all of which have been experimentally used as anchoring groups to create single molecular junctions [25,31]. To prevent misunderstanding, a clear distinction should be made here that –NC (isocyano) is also another anchoring group explored extensively but is not covered in this article. The length of the conjugated backbone is varied from one to two rings (1P, 2P). Each type of DDMOL has dual possible configurations to adsorb on the surface (defined as forward and reverse configurations). Note that 4-mercaptopyridine (HS|1P|Pyr), 4-cyanopyridine (Pyr|1P|CN) and cyano-substituted 4-biphenylthiolate (HS|2P|CN) on the Au(111) surface have been subjected to extensive experimental and computational studies for other research objectives [17,21,23,32].

To model a two-dimensional periodic infinite surface in the \( xy \)-plane, the repeated-slab approach is employed [33–35]. Five layers of gold atoms are used to represent the metal surface (figure 2a). All DDSAMs are assumed to be packed with a \( p \left( \sqrt{3} \times 3 \right) \) surface unit cell containing two molecules arranged in a herringbone pattern (figure 2b) [36]. Details on the DFT-D and DFT calculations using the Vienna \( ab \) initio Simulation Package (VASP) [37,38] code are reported in the electronic supplementary material.

3. Results and discussion

(a) Adsorption geometry and adsorption energy

After geometry optimizations for all the chosen DDSAMs adsorbed on Au(111), we find that the basic characteristics of the adsorbate structures remain unchanged, i.e. the sulfur docking
atoms are situated at the fcc-hollow sites with a minor distortion towards the bridge sites, while nitrogens stay at the on-top sites as docking atoms. We show the average tilt angles ($\alpha$) for the molecular long axes relative to the surface normal (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1), which play an important role in the SAM-induced work-function modification [17]. These tilt angles are found to be strongly related to the docking atoms: $\alpha$ is about 13–21° and 0–5° for SAMs with S and N as docking atoms, respectively. In addition, we confirm that the dispersion has almost no impact on the tilt angles, thus previous studies using standard DFT in the absence of vDW corrections are generally safe in predicting the molecular orientations for Au/SAM contacts. However, notable differences do exist between DFT and DFT-D results concerning the average Au–X bond lengths (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1), where X represents the docking atom bonded to gold. Herein, as each S docking atom bonds to three Au atoms, only the shortest Au–S bond length is reported. The DFT calculated $d_{\text{Au-S}}$ is about 2.5 Å, similar to other aromatic thiols on Au(111) [32], while DFT-D gives slightly (about 0.02–0.04 Å) smaller values. When pyridine is used as the docking group binding to gold, the reduction in $d_{\text{Au-N}}$, as high as 0.15–0.29 Å, is much more significant. Note that the DFT-D calculated $d_{\text{Au-N}}$ is about 2.47–2.49 Å, which is in very good agreement with the previous theoretical result (approx. 2.46 Å) obtained by Bilić et al. [39] and Hou et al. [40] for the pyridine molecules adsorbed onto the Au(111) surface in the on-top configuration. The role of dispersion is exactly opposite with cyano as the docking group binding to gold, where DFT-D gives an approximately 0.1 Å larger $d_{\text{Au-N}}$ than DFT. The calculated $d_{\text{Au-N}}$ for NC|1P|SH and NC|1P|Pyr is 3.22 Å, in line with the typical Au–N (NC) lengths for shorter electrode separations found by Hong et al. [25] when studying single molecular junctions, where a tolane derivative bridges between two gold electrodes using cyano anchoring groups.

We report the adsorption energy per molecule, $E_{\text{ads}}$, at both the DFT and DFT-D levels (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). For systems with thiol as the docking group binding to gold, the adsorption is supposed to happen by replacing the covalent S–H bonds by the S–Au bonds [41]. We define $E_{\text{ads}}$ as

$$E_{\text{ads}} = \frac{[(E_{\text{Au(111)+SAM}} + E_{\text{H}_2}) - (2 \cdot E_{\text{mol}} + E_{\text{Au(111)})})]}{2}. \quad (3.1)$$

Here $E_{\text{Au(111)+SAM}}$ is the energy of the Au/SAM combined system containing two molecules per unit cell, and $E_{\text{H}_2}$, $E_{\text{mol}}$ and $E_{\text{Au(111)}}$ are the energies of an isolated hydrogen molecule, a single
molecule forming the SAM, and the clean Au(111) slab, respectively. For molecules binding to Au(111) via N atoms, $E_{\text{ads}}$ can be simply calculated as follows:

$$E_{\text{ads}} = \frac{[E_{\text{Au(111)}} + \text{SAM} - (2 \cdot E_{\text{mol}} + E_{\text{Au(111)}})]}{2}. \tag{3.2}$$

Concerning $E_{\text{ads}}$ calculated by DFT where vdW forces are excluded [35], we find positive values for several investigated systems. This is not surprising because it is well known that a pure DFT generalized gradient approximation (GGA) approach significantly underestimates the adsorption energy of small aromatic molecules on the (111) surfaces of noble metals [42]. Via dispersion correction, all $E_{\text{ads}}$ values are markedly reduced (figure 3). The sizable exothermic values indicate that the reversible DDSAMs can indeed be formed on an Au(111) surface and are stable using either of the two docking groups binding to gold. Moreover, the vdW forces also affect the relative energetics of two configurations for the same DDMOLs binding to gold with different docking groups. A representative example is HS$|_{2P}|_{CN}$ and NC$|_{2P}|_{SH}$, where the standard DFT GGA prefers adsorption via the cyano groups, while dispersion strongly stabilizes the HS$|_{2P}|_{CN}$ configuration. To further discuss the impact of vdW interactions on the adsorption energy per molecule, we analysed the magnitude of DDMOL–metal interactions and the interactions among molecules within the DDSAM separately (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2).

For the same backbone length, we find that the absolute value of $E_{\text{ads}}$ generally follows the sequence: Au–Pyr > Au–S > Au–NC [25]. This kind of rule is of essential importance when determining the ratio between the two different conformations using either side of the DDMOLs forming SAMs on gold, and we stress that the correct sequence can be obtained only through considering dispersion effects. Here, it should be mentioned that although vdW forces were accounted for via correction schemes by Grimme [30], a pairwise summation over atom–atom vdW corrections may not be able to give an accurate description of vdW interactions between organic molecules and metal substrates. Note that a more robust method combining the DFT + vdW scheme [43] with the Lifshitz–Zaremba–Kohn (LZK) theory, which includes non-local Coulomb screening within the SAMs, has recently become possible [44].

The geometric and energetic parameters reported in this contribution only provide a reference for the interface structures and conformation stabilities in a static scenario. The entire process of SAM formation is of course more complex and highly dynamic. Both the equilibrium energetics and the kinetics may play important roles. In addition, the precise atomic structure of the interface is still being subjected to scientific debate [14]. We, therefore, limit ourselves to the unreconstructed metal surface and relatively feasible adsorption process.

---

Figure 3. Adsorption energy per molecule adsorbed on an Au(111) surface for all combined systems calculated separately at the DFT and DFT-D levels. (Online version in colour.)
Considering therefore one needs to dig further to lower energy levels to find the states are always of \( \pi \) character, and thus it is unambiguous to define the LUPS. However, for DDSAMs with pyridine docking groups, the highest occupied orbital is of \( \sigma \) character [39], and therefore one needs to dig further to lower energy levels to find the \( \pi \) state delocalized over the molecular backbone (see the electronic supplementary material, figures S3–S5). Considering
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**Figure 4.** (a) Plane\((xy)\)-averaged electrostatic potential energy of the free-standing HS|2P|Pyr monolayer. The solid horizontal lines locate the highest occupied \( \pi \)-orbital state (HOPS) and the lowest unoccupied \( \pi \)-orbital state (LUPS). Also indicated are the dock1 and dock2 side vacuum energy levels \( (E_{\text{vac}}^{\text{dock1}} \text{ and } E_{\text{vac}}^{\text{dock2}}) \), electrostatic potential energy step across the molecular monolayer \( (\Delta E_{\text{vac}} = E_{\text{vac}}^{\text{dock1}} - E_{\text{vac}}^{\text{dock2}}) \), the dock1 and dock2 side ionization potentials \( (|IP_{\text{dock1}}| \text{ and } |IP_{\text{dock2}}|) \), and the corresponding electron affinities \( (E_{\text{A}}^{\text{dock1}} \text{ and } E_{\text{A}}^{\text{dock2}}) \). (b) \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} \) as a function of the molecular dipole moment, \( \mu \). Data points with the same shape represent DDSAMs with forward and reverse configurations, respectively. A linear fit is performed and shown with a dashed line. (Online version in colour.)

**(b) Double–docking self-assembled monolayers in the absence of the gold substrate**

We first investigate the electronic structures of the forward and reverse DDSAM conformations with no gold present. HS|2P|Pyr is used as a representative example and all discussions below are based on DFT-D calculations as DFT gives quite similar results. The calculated electron electrostatic potential energies are averaged over the \( xy \)-plane of the unit cell. In figure 4a, the DDSAM divides the space into two regions (dock1 side and dock2 side) with two different vacuum levels \( (E_{\text{vac}}^{\text{dock1}} \text{ and } E_{\text{vac}}^{\text{dock2}}) \). The difference between these two levels, \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} \), is the electrostatic potential energy step across the dipolar DDSAM, which can also be determined by the heuristic Helmholtz equation [14]

\[
\Delta E_{\text{vac}} = -\frac{e\mu_{\perp}}{A\varepsilon_0} = -2\frac{e\mu \cos \theta}{A\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}.
\]

Here, \( e \) is the elementary charge, \( \mu_{\perp} \) denotes the projection of the SAM dipole moment per unit cell onto the surface normal, \( A \) is the per unit cell area, \( \mu \) is the dipole moment of a single isolated molecule in the geometry as it is in the SAM, \( \theta \) is the average tilt angle of the molecules, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity and \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective depolarization factor to describe the reduction in the dipole moment of each molecule in the SAM rising from the electric field created by the dipole moments of all neighbouring molecules [15,34]. Thus, we can find that the sign of \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} \) depends on the nature of the permanent dipole moment of the molecules forming the DDSAM. In figure 4b, there is a linear relationship between \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} \) and \( \mu \) with a slope of \(-3.76 \text{ V Å}^{-1}\). This demonstrates an almost equivalent \( \cos \theta/\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) for the investigated DDSAMs. Thereby, \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} \) of the forward and reverse DDSAM conformations are generally of opposite signs and nearly the same absolute values although the molecular tilting angles may be quite different in some cases (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1).

To construct a smooth transport channel through the SAM, we need to pick out the most suitable frontier states, i.e. the highest occupied \( \pi \)-state (HOPS) and the lowest unoccupied \( \pi \)-state (LUPS) [21]. This means that the nature of the states associated with the peaks in the density of states needs to be carefully identified. For all the investigated DDSAMs, the lowest unoccupied states are always of \( \pi \) character, and thus it is unambiguous to define the LUPS. However, for DDSAMs with pyridine docking groups, the highest occupied orbital is of \( \sigma \) character [39], and therefore one needs to dig further to lower energy levels to find the \( \pi \)-state delocalized over the molecular backbone (see the electronic supplementary material, figures S3–S5). Considering
implying that vdW has a negligible effect on the free-standing DDSAM properties. Using DFT rather than DFT-D (see the electronic supplementary material, table S3 and figure S1), the vacuum to the LUPS. It is straightforward to see that IP dock1 (EAdock1) for the forward DDSAMs is almost the same as IP dock2 (EAdock2) for the corresponding reverse DDSAMs (table 1). Note that we find almost the same evolution of \( \Delta \rho \) for the forward DDSAMs and the fact that an electron can be removed from HOPS to vacuum at either the dock1 side or the dock2 side, we obtain two different ionization potentials, IP dock1 and IP dock2. Similarly, we also have two electron affinities, EA dock1 and EA dock2, representing the addition of an electron from vacuum to the LUPS. It is straightforward to see that IP dock1 (EA dock1) for the forward DDSAMs is almost the same as IP dock2 (EA dock2) for the corresponding reverse DDSAMs (table 1). Note that we find almost the same evolution of \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} \) with respect to \( \mu \) as well as IP and EA values using DFT rather than DFT-D (see the electronic supplementary material, table S3 and figure S1), implying that vdW has a negligible effect on the free-standing DDSAM properties.

### (c) Bond dipole at the gold–double-docking self-assembled monolayer interface

As is discussed previously, for the DDSAMs adsorbed on gold via the sulfur atoms of the thiols, the S–H bonds are replaced by the S–Au bonds. As a result, the \( xy \)-plane integrated charge-density rearrangement, \( \Delta \rho(z) \), occurring at the gold–SAM interface upon bond formation, is given by

\[
\Delta \rho(z) = \rho_{\text{Au}(111)+\text{SAM}}(z) - ([\rho_{\text{SAM}}(z) - \rho_{\text{H}}(z)] + \rho_{\text{Au}(111)}(z)),
\]

where \( \rho_{\text{Au}(111)+\text{SAM}}(z) \), \( \rho_{\text{SAM}}(z) \), \( \rho_{\text{Au}(111)}(z) \) and \( \rho_{\text{H}}(z) \) are the \( xy \)-plane integrated charge density of the combined gold/SAM system, the free-standing monolayer saturated with hydrogens, the gold slab alone and the hydrogen-atom layer, respectively. For the DDSAMs binding to gold via the nitrogen atoms of the pyridyls or the cyanos, the expression reads

\[
\Delta \rho(z) = \rho_{\text{Au}(111)+\text{SAM}}(z) - [\rho_{\text{SAM}}(z) + \rho_{\text{Au}(111)}(z)].
\]

Here, \( \rho_{\text{SAM}}(z) \) is simply the charge density of the SAM without substituting additional hydrogens. The net charge transfer, \( \Delta Q(z) \), specifying the total amount of electrons moved from the right-hand side of a plane at position \( z \) to the left-hand side of that plane, can be calculated as

\[
\Delta Q(z) = \int_z^{-\infty} \Delta \rho(z') \, dz'.
\]

And the electron potential energy step, \( \Delta E(z) \), can be evaluated by solving the one-dimensional Poisson equation based on \( \Delta \rho(z) \)

\[
\frac{d^2 \Delta E(z)}{dz^2} = \frac{e}{\varepsilon_0 A} \Delta \rho(z).
\]

### Table 1. Electronic structure of the free-standing DDSAMs: \( \mu \) is the dipole moment of molecules in the geometry as they adopt in the SAM; \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} \) is the electrostatic potential energy step across the molecular monolayer; IP dock1 and EA dock1 are the dock1 side ionization potential and electron affinity; IP dock2 and EA dock2 are the dock2 side ionization potential and electron affinity. All energetic parameters are calculated at the DFT-D level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>systems</th>
<th>( \mu ) (e( \AA ))</th>
<th>( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} ) (eV)</th>
<th>IP dock1 (eV)</th>
<th>EA dock1 (eV)</th>
<th>IP dock2 (eV)</th>
<th>EA dock2 (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-3.67</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-1.98</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>-3.72</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
can absorb onto gold with two different docking groups, distinct values of $\Delta E_\text{BD}$, because of the strong electron withdrawing ability of the cyano groups [45]. As a type of DDSAM$^-$gold and the SAM is observed, and a net charge transfer as high as $0.06\,\text{e}$ is achieved mainly as a function of the molecular dipole moment $\mu$ in figure 6. We observe a strong correlation between $\Delta \Phi$ and $\mu$ as $\Delta E_\text{vac}$ is almost linear with $\mu$, and the $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ for the investigated systems are generally smaller in magnitude than the $\Delta E_\text{vac}$. As is expected, SAMs with relatively large dipole moments, i.e. the systems of NC$|1\text{P}|\text{SH}$, HS$|1\text{P}|\text{CN}$, NC$|2\text{P}|\text{SH}$ and HS$|2\text{P}|\text{CN}$ (table 1), tend to achieve large work-function modifications. However, when a system (e.g. Pyr$|1\text{P}|\text{SH}$ and Pyr$|2\text{P}|\text{SH}$) poses the same sign for $\Delta \Phi$ and $\mu$ as $\Delta E_\text{vac}$, such as HS$|2\text{P}|\text{Pyr}$, Pyr$|1\text{P}|\text{CN}$ and HS$|1\text{P}|\text{Pyr}$, very small $\Delta \Phi$ are obtained. We achieve significantly different work-function modifications for the two different conformations based on

$$
\Delta \Phi = \Delta E_\text{vac} + \Delta E_\text{BD}.
$$

We give all the calculated $\Delta \Phi$ at the DFT-D level (table 2) and plot $\Delta \Phi$ as a function of the molecular dipole moment $\mu$ in figure 6. We observe a strong correlation between $\Delta \Phi$ and $\mu$, and the $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ for the investigated systems are generally smaller in magnitude than the $\Delta E_\text{vac}$. As is expected, SAMs with relatively large dipole moments, i.e. the systems of NC$|1\text{P}|\text{SH}$, HS$|1\text{P}|\text{CN}$, NC$|2\text{P}|\text{SH}$ and HS$|2\text{P}|\text{CN}$ (table 1), tend to achieve large work-function modifications. However, when a system (e.g. Pyr$|1\text{P}|\text{SH}$ and Pyr$|2\text{P}|\text{SH}$) poses the same sign for $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ and $\Delta E_\text{vac}$, even a relatively small $\mu$ could achieve a large $\Delta \Phi$. Similarly, when systems pose opposite signs but similar absolute magnitude for $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ and $\Delta E_\text{vac}$, such as HS$|2\text{P}|\text{Pyr}$, Pyr$|1\text{P}|\text{CN}$ and HS$|1\text{P}|\text{Pyr}$, very small $\Delta \Phi$ are obtained. We achieve significantly different work-function modifications for the two different conformations based on

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.png}
\caption{(x, y)-plane integrated charge-density rearrangements between the gold substrate and the DDSAMs, $\Delta \rho$, net charge transfer, $\Delta Q$, as well as the resulting electrostatic potential energy, $\Delta E$, for the systems with one (dotted and dashed lines) and two (solid line) rings. Situations for different dock1 groups (–SH, –Pyr and –CN) are separately included in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The vertical dashed lines indicate the positions of the top gold layer, the atom docking to the substrate and the top-most atom of the molecules, respectively. (Online version in colour.)}
\end{figure}

(d) Work-function modification

As is well known, the work-function modification owing to SAM adsorption, $\Delta \Phi$, is the summation of $\Delta E_\text{vac}$ and $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ [8]

$$
\Delta \Phi = \Delta E_\text{vac} + \Delta E_\text{BD}.
$$

We give all the calculated $\Delta \Phi$ at the DFT-D level (table 2) and plot $\Delta \Phi$ as a function of the molecular dipole moment $\mu$, and the $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ for the investigated systems are generally smaller in magnitude than the $\Delta E_\text{vac}$. As is expected, SAMs with relatively large dipole moments, i.e. the systems of NC$|1\text{P}|\text{SH}$, HS$|1\text{P}|\text{CN}$, NC$|2\text{P}|\text{SH}$ and HS$|2\text{P}|\text{CN}$ (table 1), tend to achieve large work-function modifications. However, when a system (e.g. Pyr$|1\text{P}|\text{SH}$ and Pyr$|2\text{P}|\text{SH}$) poses the same sign for $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ and $\Delta E_\text{vac}$, even a relatively small $\mu$ could achieve a large $\Delta \Phi$. Similarly, when systems pose opposite signs but similar absolute magnitude for $\Delta E_\text{BD}$ and $\Delta E_\text{vac}$, such as HS$|2\text{P}|\text{Pyr}$, Pyr$|1\text{P}|\text{CN}$ and HS$|1\text{P}|\text{Pyr}$, very small $\Delta \Phi$ are obtained. We achieve significantly different work-function modifications for the two different conformations based on
modified gold electrodes. Here, the well-known deficiencies of (semi)local DFT (as well as E/Δ1)

Figure 6. Dependence of the work-function modification, ΔΦ, on the molecular dipole moment, μ. Data points with the same shape represent forward and reverse combined systems, respectively. (Online version in colour.)

Table 2. Electronic properties of the DDSAMs on Au(111): ΔE BD is the bond–dipole–induced interfacial potential energy shift; ΔΦ is the SAM–induced work-function modification; ΔE HOPS/ΔE LUPS is the alignment of the frontier molecular π / π * states delocalized over the backbone with the metal Fermi level; IP SAM/EA SAM is the ionization potential/electron affinity of the bonded SAM defined as the energetic difference between the HOPS/LUPS peak and the vacuum level. All energetic parameters are obtained at the DFT-D level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>systems</th>
<th>ΔE BD (eV)</th>
<th>ΔΦ (eV)</th>
<th>ΔE HOPS (eV)</th>
<th>ΔE LUPS (eV)</th>
<th>IP SAM (eV)</th>
<th>EA SAM (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-1.94</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>-1.31</td>
<td>-2.88</td>
<td>-3.38</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
<td>-3.27</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-3.95</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>-4.04</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-1.80</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyr</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-2.60</td>
<td>-2.72</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>-2.53</td>
<td>-2.55</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the same DDMOL because the molecular dipole moments in these two cases are of opposite directions. A similar relationship could also be obtained through DFT calculations, although some calculated ΔΦ are slightly different from those calculated at the DFT-D level (see the electronic supplementary material, table S4 and figure S2). Note that the calculated ΔΦ here should be considered as an upper limit for the experimentally observed values because it is generally difficult to achieve the high-coverage SAMs for dipolar molecules, as assumed in the present calculations [47].

(e) Level alignment and Fermi-level pinning

The level alignments of delocalized frontier molecular states relative to the gold Fermi level, ΔE HOPS and ΔE LUPS, are essential for understanding the charge injection efficiency of SAM-modified gold electrodes. Here, the well-known deficiencies of (semi)local DFT (as well as
Figure 7. Density of states projected onto the molecular region (MDOS) of the combined gold/SAM systems with (a) thiols, (b) pyridyls and (c) cyanos docking to the Au(111) surface based on DFT-D (solid line) and DFT (dashed line) calculations. The arrows indicate the positions of the HOPS and the LUPS. The Fermi levels are aligned to zero. (d) Energy difference between the LUPS in the bonded SAM and the Fermi level of metal, $\Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$, as a function of the dock1 side electron affinities, $E_{A_{\text{dock1}}}$). The energetic parameters are from DFT-D calculations. (Online version in colour.)

DFT-D) in predicting energy levels need to be addressed. The lack of derivative discontinuity of the exchange–correlation functional combined with self-interaction error results in an underestimated energy band gap [48]. However, surface screening, which is partly missing in the conventional DFT (as well as the DFT-D), could reduce this gap [49]. Thus, the error of the present results is at least partially offset and the relative magnitude of the energy levels should not be strongly affected. Similar to determining the HOPS and LUPS of the free-standing monolayers, we perform a careful examination of the peaks of the density of states projected onto the molecular region (MDOS) by DFT and DFT-D (see the electronic supplementary material, figures S6–S8) and pick out the delocalized frontier molecular states in the bonded SAM, i.e. HOPS and LUPS (figure 7a–c). We can see that the MDOS for some DDSAMs with backbone 1P calculated from DFT does not coincide with DFT-D results (figure 7a,b). As listed in table 2, we find that the charge-carrier injection for DDSAM-modified gold can be hole-injection favoured ($\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}} < \Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$) or electron-injection favoured ($\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}} > \Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$). In a lot of cases, e.g. HS|2P|CN versus NC|2P|SH, one configuration could be hole-injection favoured, while the other configuration of the same kind of DDMOL on the gold surface is more electron-injection favoured. Thus using DDSAMs, we can even tune the charge-carrier type through the gold/SAM junction using only one kind of DDMOL.

In table 2, five investigated systems, i.e. NC|1P|SH, Pyr|1P|CN, NC|1P|Pyr, Pyr|2P|SH and NC|2P|SH, pose very similar $\Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$ (approx. 0.30 eV). Such small values of $\Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$ are very helpful for electron transport with the SAM-modified gold electrode. A more systematic picture evolves when plotting $\Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$ as a function of dock1 side electron affinities $E_{A_{\text{dock1}}}$ (figure 7d).
There is a clear linear evolution (slope = $-1.14$) of $\Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$ with respect to $E_{\text{Adock1}}$ when $E_{\text{Adock1}}$ is smaller than approximately 3.75 eV. Further increasing in $E_{\text{Adock1}}$, $\Delta E_{\text{LUPS}}$ reaches a plateau, implying that the Fermi level of gold is pinned by the LUPS of the SAM. Such Fermi-level pinning has been observed for a lot of SAMs on gold [15,21]. When the LUPS of the SAM falls below the gold Fermi level, a portion of the electron will transfer to the SAM. As the LUPS is delocalized over the entire SAM, even a small net amount of charge transfer gives rise to a significant bond dipole, which shifts down the gold Fermi level relative to the LUPS of the SAM. Consequently, electron equilibrium is established, and the final Fermi level gets pinned at the onset of the LUPS of the SAM. Here, it should be mentioned that as DFT (as well as DFT-D) gives too low-lying unoccupied states, Fermi-level pinning may not be guaranteed to occur in the very systems of this contribution; however, the obtained fundamental trends should be generally correct. Concerning our study using DDSAMs, we find that the Fermi level of gold is able to be pinned at two different energies as the DDSAMs form two configurations on gold with different values of $E_{\text{Adock1}}$. Tuning the ratio of these two conformations enables us to tune the Fermi level of a modified gold electrode for a wide range with the same kind of DDMOLs.

4. Conclusion

To summarize, we have presented a comprehensive study on a series of reversible DDSAMs on an Au(111) surface at both the DFT-D and the DFT levels. We have found that vdW interactions have a negligible impact on the molecular tilt angles but can strongly influence the bonding between gold and the SAMs. We have elucidated the difference in electronic properties of the forward and reverse conformations. Especially, we have found that by choosing different docking groups bonded to gold, it is possible to achieve either a decrease or an increase in the gold work function, to build an electron- or a hole-favourable gold/SAM contact, and to pin the gold Fermi level at different energies. Thus, we have confirmed that DDSAMs are promising materials to modify gold electrodes for multi-functional applications. Finally, we note that, owing to the similar adsorption energy for the dual conformations of DDSAMs, it is possible to form a monolayer of mixed conformations, the study of which is currently underway.
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